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ABSTRACT
Oral epithelia protect against constant challenges by bacteria,
viruses, toxins and injury while also contributing to the formation of
ectodermal appendages such as teeth, salivary glands and lingual
papillae. Despite increasing evidence that differentiation pathway
genes are frequently mutated in oral cancers, comparatively little is
known about the mechanisms that regulate normal oral epithelial
development. Here, we characterize oral epithelial stratification and
describe multiple distinct functions for the mitotic spindle orientation
gene LGN (Gpsm2) in promoting differentiation and tissue patterning
in the mouse oral cavity. Similar to its function in epidermis, apically
localized LGN directs perpendicular divisions that promote
stratification of the palatal, buccogingival and ventral tongue
epithelia. Surprisingly, however, in dorsal tongue LGN is
predominantly localized basally, circumferentially or bilaterally and
promotes planar divisions. Loss of LGN disrupts the organization and
morphogenesis of filiform papillae but appears to be dispensable for
embryonic hair follicle development. Thus, LGN has crucial tissue-
specific functions in patterning surface ectoderm and its appendages
by controlling division orientation.
KEY WORDS: LGN, Gpsm2, Papillae, Oral epithelia, Tongue,
Placode, Oriented cell divisions, Hair follicle
INTRODUCTION
The epithelia that line the oral cavity are a diverse collection of
stratified mucosal epithelia that include the buccogingiva (BG),
palate and tongue. The mechanisms that regulate the development
of these oral epithelia (OE) remain understudied compared with
related tissues such as the epidermis (Fuchs, 2007; Arwert et al.,
2012; Beck and Blanpain, 2012; Sumigray and Lechler, 2015),
intestine (Gregorieff and Clevers, 2005; Wells and Spence, 2014),
lung (Rock and Hogan, 2011; Herriges and Morrisey, 2014) and
esophagus (DeWard et al., 2014; Rosekrans et al., 2015; Jones and
Klein, 2013). Crucial epidermal differentiation genes such as TP63,
NOTCH1-3, NFE2L2 and CASP8 (Mills et al., 1999; Yang et al.,
1999; Nicolas et al., 2003; Blanpain et al., 2006; Dotto, 2009; Lee
et al., 2009; Huebner et al., 2012; Kumar et al., 2015) are frequently
altered in oral squamous cell carcinomas (Agrawal et al., 2011;
Stransky et al., 2011; Cancer Genome Atlas Network, 2015),
suggesting that the core differentiation programs targeted in human
cancers are shared among stratified epithelia. Yet, it remains
unknown whether OE development shares similar developmental
programs with skin.
Recent work in the epidermis has shown that proper orientation of
the mitotic spindle in basal epidermal progenitors is essential for
skin development (Lechler and Fuchs, 2005; Poulson and Lechler,
2010; Williams et al., 2011, 2014; Niessen et al., 2013). In stem
cells, spindle orientation can influence cell fate choices, often by
directing polarized inheritance of fate determinants that promote
asymmetric cell divisions (Siller and Doe, 2009; Morin and
Bellaiche, 2011; Lu and Johnston, 2013; Williams and Fuchs,
2013). In developing epidermis, division orientation undergoes
dynamic changes during stratification and has been linked to cell
fate choices, such that planar divisions are thought to be symmetric
whereas perpendicular divisions are asymmetric (Poulson and
Lechler, 2010; Williams et al., 2011, 2014; Panousopoulou and
Green, 2014). Initially, most basal cells divide with the mitotic
spindle parallel to the basement membrane (BM), but as the
epidermis begins to stratify oblique and perpendicular divisions
become more numerous and by E16∼60% of divisions are
perpendicular (Smart, 1970; Byrne et al., 1994; Lechler and
Fuchs, 2005; Williams et al., 2014).
Spindle positioning is controlled by a highly conserved complex
of proteins that includes the Par polarity complex (aPKC-Par3-
Par6), the Gαi/Gαo family of heterotrimeric G-proteins, and
mitotically recruited spindle orientation proteins including LGN
(Leu-Gly-Asn-enriched protein; also known as Gpsm2), inscuteable
(Insc) and NuMA (also known as Numa1) (Gonczy and Hyman,
1996; Du and Macara, 2004; Knoblich, 2008). LGN is an adaptor
protein that contains N-terminal TPR repeats that mediate
competitive binding between Insc and NuMA (Culurgioni et al.,
2011; Yuzawa et al., 2011; Zhu et al., 2011), a flexible central linker
that can be phosphorylated by aPKC and Aurora A (Johnston et al.,
2009; Hao et al., 2010), and C-terminal G-protein regulatory (GPR)/
GoLoco motifs that mediate interactions with Gαi/Gαo (Schaefer
et al., 2001; Willard et al., 2004). LGN reorients the mitotic spindle
to align with cortical polarity cues by facilitating capture of astral
microtubules through its interactions with the microtubule-binding
protein NuMA and the dynein/dynactin motor complex (Knoblich,
2008; Siller and Doe, 2009; Culurgioni and Mapelli, 2013; Seldin
et al., 2016).
Here, we address how LGN functions in OE stratification and the
morphogenesis of oral and epidermal appendages in mouse. As in
skin, LGN localizes to the apical cell cortex in palatal, BG (cheek)
and ventral tongue (VT) epithelium, and LGN knockdown leads to a
bias toward planar and oblique divisions at the expense of
perpendicular divisions, causing epithelial thinning and impaired
differentiation. However, LGN shows a unique localization pattern
in developing filiform papillae of the dorsal tongue (DT), where it is
frequently found in lateral, bipolar domains or basal crescents.
Using 2D and 3D analyses, we show that filiform papillae are built
through a spatially and temporally coordinated program of orientedReceived 3 February 2016; Accepted 6 June 2016
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cell divisions mediated by LGN. Surprisingly, rather than
promoting perpendicular divisions as in epidermis and other OE
regions, in DT LGN drives two distinct classes of parallel divisions,
namely ‘circumferential’ and ‘vertical’, which occur within
and orthogonal to the epithelial plane, respectively. Upon loss of
LGN, division orientation is randomized, causing profound
morphological defects in filiform papilla patterning. By contrast,
hair follicles of the epidermis do not require LGN to develop
normally, at least through embryonic stages. This demonstrates
that epithelial appendages utilize discrete mechanisms for
morphogenesis, with LGN being required for the proper
development of filiform papillae but dispensable for hair follicle
growth.
RESULTS
Oral epithelial development is diverse and dynamic
To investigate how OE development compares to that of epidermis,
we analyzed coronal sections where both headskin and all major OE
tissues can be visualized (schematized in Fig. 1A, see Fig. S3A for a
composite image). As a first step, we measured epithelial layer
thickness in the palate region, BG mucosa, VT, DT and headskin
from E13.5 through E17.5 (Fig. 1B). At the earliest stages
examined, headskin and VT consisted largely of a single layer of
basal cells, whereas DT and BG epithelia were already two to three
cell layers thick, in agreement with previous reports (Baratz and
Farbman, 1975; Casey et al., 2006). Growth kinetics varied across
tissue types, with DT and BG epithelia stratifying most rapidly and
VTmore slowly. Palatal epithelium initially appears thin and poorly
organized between E13.5 and E15.0, but begins to rapidly stratify
once the lateral palatal shelves fuse. Since peak OE stratification
occurred between E15.5 and E17.5, we focused on ages just prior to
(E14.5) and during (E16.5) this period to examine differentiation.
As in epidermis, keratin 5 (K5, or Krt5) and K14 are co-expressed
in OE (Fig. 1C,D, Fig. S1A,B). However, there are several notable
differences between these tissues. First, by E14.5 K5/K14 become
restricted to the basal layer in the epidermis while remaining more
broadly expressed in OE, particularly in BG mucosa and palate.
Second, the palate remains weakly K5/K14+ even at E14.5
(Fig. S1C,D). Third, prior to K5/K14, all OE broadly express K6,
which becomes restricted suprabasally by E16.5. In epidermis, K6
expression is normally confined to the periderm – a transient
embryonic barrier layer that also expresses K8 – but is also observed
in pathological hyperproliferative stages (Mazzalupo and
Coulombe, 2001). The periderm is well-defined on palatal and
tongue epithelium from early stages (Fig. 1C, Fig. S1C), consistent
with a known function of oral periderm in preventing palatal shelves
from inappropriately fusing with other OE during palatogenesis
(Casey et al., 2006; Richardson et al., 2009).
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Fig. 1. Oral epithelial stratification and proliferation are dynamic. (A) Visualizing oral epithelia (OE) in coronal sections. (B) E13.5-E17.5 OE/skin thickness.
(C,D) Keratin expression in head and OE at E14.5 (C) and E16.5 (D), using basal (K14, red), suprabasal (K10, green), and periderm (K8, white) markers.
(E) Proliferation rates during peak stratification, assessed by EdU incorporation (left) and levels of the G2/Mmarker pHH3 (right). (F) Proliferation rates during skin
and OE development, representing aggregate pHH3+ cells/mm. All OE demonstrate higher proliferative activity postnatally compared with skin. (G) Suprabasal
mitoses are transient during skin and ventral tongue (VT)/palate development but persist in buccogingival (BG) epithelia postnatally. (B,E,F) Data are derived from
n=10-30 sections per tissue per age from n≥3 independent mouse embryos; (G) data are from 30-60 mitoses (from 3-6 embryos) per group. DT, dorsal tongue;
Pal, palate; Sk, headskin. Scale bars: 50 µm.
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Differentiation, manifested by the expression of K1 and K10, is
observed as early as E13.5 in dorsal backskin epidermal basal cells
(Williams et al., 2014), but later K1/K10 become restricted to
suprabasal layers (Kopan and Fuchs, 1989; Byrne et al., 1994). At
E14.5, K10 labels suprabasal differentiating layers of headskin;
however, differentiation is delayed in OE by at least 1 day (Fig. 1C,D).
At E16.5, K10 remained absent from VT, whereas sparse K10+ cells
were observed inBGand palatal epithelium,with coexpression ofK10
and K14 evident in palate. Keratinization of DT filiform papillae was
first observed at ∼E16, in agreement with observations in rat (Baratz
and Farbman, 1975). Thus, stratification precedes differentiation to an
even greater degree in OE than in epidermis (Byrne et al., 1994).
To assess proliferation, we performed 3-h pulses with 5-ethynyl-
2′-deoxyuridine (EdU) to label cells in S-phase, and quantified G2/
M cells by phospho-histone H3 (pHH3) (Fig. 1E,F). During peak
stratification (E15.5-E17.5), proliferative activity, whether
measured by EdU or pHH3, showed similar trends between
tissues, with highest rates in DT and lowest in VT (Fig. 1E).
Tissues with the highest (DT) and lowest (VT) mitotic rates also
showed the fastest and slowest epithelial growth, respectively
(Fig. 1B), demonstrating that proliferation is a driving force for
stratification. Proliferation rates were highest between E15.5 and
E17.5 for all tissues examined, although tongue and palate rates
peaked later (E17.5) than BG and epidermis (E15.5), and all OE are
more mitotically active postnatally than epidermis (Fig. 1F). Finally,
suprabasal mitoses, which are thought to be an important transient
driver of early stratification in skin (Byrne et al., 1994; Lechler and
Fuchs, 2005), persist longer and are more frequent in BG (Fig. 1G).
Together, these data demonstrate the diversity of the developing OE
and implicate E15.5-E17.5 as a dynamic period for stratified and
specialized OE development when proliferation rates are highest.
LGN localizes apically during peak stratification
LGN rarely polarizes during mitosis in early epidermal
development but is efficiently recruited to the apical cortex by
E15.5-E16.5, promoting perpendicular differentiative divisions
(Williams et al., 2011, 2014). In developing OE and headskin
LGN is localized in four different patterns: weak/absent, uniform/
bipolar, basally enriched, and apically enriched (Fig. 2A). LGN
localization patterns were assessed quantitatively using a custom,
open-source Python XTension that translates fluorescence intensity
into ‘radial heat maps’ in Imaris software (Fig. 2B). Mean LGN
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Fig. 2. LGN is apically recruited during peak stratification. (A) Patterns of LGN localization, shown in mitotic (pHH3+) OE basal cells. Dashed line represents the
basementmembrane (BM). (B,C)Radial heat maps (B) andmean intensity plots (C) of LGN fluorescence intensity used to quantitatively categorize LGN localization
patterns (shown in A), illustrating apical (red), basal (blue) and lateral domains (gray). (D,E) LGN localization patterns by category in different tissues during
development.n values are indicatedwithin bars. (D) Increasing proportions ofmitotic basal cells polarize LGNapically byE16-E17,whereas suprabasalmitoses (red
bars) rarely do. (E) LGN localization patterns in headskin (left) and palate (right) assessed by different methods. Cells were analyzed at early (pro/metaphase) or late
(telophase) stages ofmitosis, fromsingle confocal planes in thin sections (8 μm) or from z-series confocal stacks in thick sections (20 μm). (F) Representative images
from the same section of apical LGN in E16.5 headskin and palate. (G,H) Quantification of LGN crescent orientation (G) and apical:basal fluorescence intensity ratio
(H) for headskin and palate (n=10 per group). *P<0.05, **P<0.01, ***P<0.0001, by χ2 (D,E) or Student’s t-test (G,H). Scale bars: 5 µm.
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fluorescence intensity at each radian around the perimeter of the cell
cortex can be visualized relative to apical (red), basal (blue) and
lateral (gray) domains, with integrated fluorescence intensity used
to calculate apical:basal ratios (Fig. 2C). ‘Bipolar’ cells could be
further discriminated from ‘uniform’ cells by measuring ‘lateral
enrichment’ (Fig. 2C), although for subsequent analyses these
groups were combined. While applied to LGN here, this new
computational tool allows for the unbiased radial quantification of
any cortical protein (Fig. S6, Movie 3).
As in headskin, by E16.5 LGN was apically enriched in most
mitotic cells in each OE tissue, while tending to be weak/absent at
earlier ages (Fig. 2D). When LGN did polarize, there was a
significant shift from randomized orientation toward apical
localization between early and late ages for all tissues (Fig. S2A).
Interestingly, LGN failed to polarize in over 75% of suprabasal
mitoses regardless of tissue or age, suggesting that suprabasal
divisions do not generally utilize LGN (Fig. 2D, red bars).
Postnatally, LGN continued to be expressed in most OE and
epidermal mitoses, in remarkably similar patterns for all tissues
examined (Fig. S2B). However, at P4, uniform/bipolar LGNwas the
predominant localization pattern in OE and headskin. This suggests
that there might be a bias toward parallel divisions postnatally, as
previously reported in backskin (Niessen et al., 2013) and tail
epidermis (Clayton et al., 2007), although it has been reported that
85% of divisions in adult ear epidermis are perpendicular (Lechler
and Fuchs, 2005). Similar patterns of LGN were observed at early
(prometaphase) and late (telophase) mitosis, in thin (8 µm) or thick
(20 µm) sections (Fig. 2E; no significant difference by chi-square
test). Three-dimensional wholemount z-stack reconstructions of BG
also revealed predominant patterns of apical enrichment (Fig. S2C).
Interestingly, however, although LGN was frequently polarized
apically in OE, this occurred less efficiently than in headskin
(Fig. 2E), where apical crescents were less intense and more weakly
polarized compared with headskin (Fig. 2F-H).
LGN is necessary for perpendicular division orientation inOE
We recently developed a technique to manipulate gene function in
developing mouse embryos using ultrasound-guided in utero
delivery of high-titer lentivirus into the amniotic fluid
surrounding E9.5 embryos (Beronja et al., 2010). This leads to
high-level transduction of surface epithelia including the epidermis
and OE, where labeled cells express a stable nuclear histone H2B-
mRFP1 (H2B-RFP) reporter (Fig. S3A). Using either a non-
targeting scramble control or validated LGN shRNA (LGN 1617)
(Williams et al., 2011, 2014), all OE were transduced at 60-90%
efficiency (Fig. S3B-E). LGN knockdown efficiency was
confirmed at the protein level in OE by quantitative analysis of
fluorescence intensity in mitotic cells (Fig. S4, see also Fig. S8). In
DT, LGN knockdown was highly efficient, reducing LGN
accumulation in RFP+ mitotic cells to interphase levels, when
LGN is normally not detectable by immunofluorescence. Moreover,
interphase levels of LGN expression are essentially equivalent to
background since no difference in LGN expression was observed
between RFP+ and RFP− interphase cells in DT (Fig. S4E).
Since LGN can polarize apically during mitosis in both OE and
epidermis, we asked whether LGN is required for proper division
orientation in OE. Because spindle rotation can occur throughout
metaphase, we used the cleavage furrow marker survivin (also
known as Birc5) to identify late stage mitotic cells, and measured
division orientation of these committed cells relative to the BM
(Fig. 3A). Division orientation behavior of each population is
depicted using radial histograms (Fig. 3B). The LGN shRNA
experimental group (LGN 1617 RFP+) was compared with three
controls: uninjected littermates (wild type), non-transduced cells
from LGN 1617-injected embryos (LGN 1617 RFP−), and
transduced cells from scramble-injected embryos (scramble RFP+).
In E16.5 wild-type littermate headskin (Fig. 3B), as previously
reported in backskin (Williams et al., 2011), division angles follow a
bimodal distribution, with roughly equal numbers of perpendicular
and parallel divisions, and very few oblique divisions. However,
parallel divisions occur at a higher frequency in headskin (∼50%)
than in backskin (∼40%), perhaps explaining why headskin
stratification lags behind backskin. Bimodal patterns were also
observed in wild-type palatal, BG and VT epithelia (Fig. 3B), with
roughly equal proportions of parallel and perpendicular divisions. In
headskin and OE, LGN loss recapitulated the phenotype of backskin
(Williams et al., 2011), where perpendicular divisions are lost at the
expense of oblique and parallel divisions (Fig. 3B). This phenotype
was cell-autonomous and could not be attributed to non-specific
effects of viral transduction or shRNA expression, since a wild-type
distribution of division angles was observed in LGN 1617 RFP− and
scramble groups, respectively.
We also observed stratification defects, manifested as thinning
across all OE regions at E16.5 in LGN 1617-injected embryos
compared with wild-type littermates (Fig. 3C,D). Differentiation, as
measured by the spinous/granular layer marker K10 and the
granular layer marker loricrin, was also specifically impaired in
LGN 1617RFP+ regions of palatal epithelium (Fig. 3E,F). At E16.5,
the K10 layer was significantly thinner in headskin, palate and BG,
with no observable alterations in the K14+ basal layer (Fig. 3F). At
E18.5, loricrin expression was also significantly diminished
(Fig. 3G,H). Importantly, mitotic rates were unaffected in OE of
LGN 1617-injected embryos, demonstrating that delayed
stratification and differentiation cannot be attributed to general
proliferation defects (Fig. 3I, Fig. S2D). Collectively, these data
present the first evidence that division orientation, mediated by
apically localized LGN, is essential for OE differentiation.
LGN loss disrupts filiform papillae development
DT is populated by lingual papillae, which include both taste buds
(fungiform, circumvallate and foliate papillae) and the more
numerous hair-like, keratinized filiform papillae. These
specialized appendages are continually renewed at one of the
most rapid turnover rates in the body, displaying both capabilities
for overgrowth (hairy tongue) and depapillation (atrophic glossitis)
(Reamy et al., 2010; Gurvits and Tan, 2014). Analogous to the
crypt-villus organization of the small intestine, progenitors are
thought to lie in the interpapillary epithelium (IPE), where they
contribute to the renewal of three to four neighboring papillae
(Okubo et al., 2009; Tanaka et al., 2013). Although much is known
about the mechanisms that regulate taste bud development (Thesleff
and Mikkola, 2014; Barlow, 2015), comparatively little is known
about how filiform papillae form.
LGN loss caused striking defects in DT morphogenesis, causing
the IPE region to become abnormally wide, with a concomitant
decrease in the number of morphologically defined papillae
(Fig. 4A-C, see also 4F-H). As with other OE, differentiation was
impaired (Fig. 4D). Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) of E18.5
DT revealed delayed papillary eruption through the keratinized
epithelial layer that covers the surface of the tongue upon LGN loss
(Fig. 4E). SEM and confocal images of DT wholemounts showed a
highly ordered hexagonal pattern of papilla that was visible at E16.5
in scramble controls but lost in LGN knockdowns (Fig. 4E-G). E-
cadherin (Ecad, also known as Cdh1) surface plots rendered from
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confocal z-stacks showed stunted papilla growth in RFP+ regions of
LGN 1617-transduced DT (Fig. 4H). Additional quantification of
morphogenesis in LGNknockdowns revealed that (1) there are fewer
papilla, (2) the distance and number of cells between papilla is
increased and (3) the number of cells around the papilla
circumference is decreased (Fig. 4I-K). Finally, whereas control
papillae are arranged in an ordered hexagonal pattern in which
placodes are separated by∼60°, the distribution of angles observed in
LGN 1617-transduced DT is significantly more variable (Fig. 4L).
Since there are few studies of filiform papilla development
(Baratz and Farbman, 1975; Hume and Potten, 1976), we next
investigated wild-type papilla morphogenesis from E14.5-E16.5
using confocal microscopy of DT wholemounts. At E14.5, larger
fungiform papillae were already well defined (arrowhead in
Fig. 5A), while the remainder of the tongue epithelium was
beginning to organize into hexagonally arranged ‘rosettes’ of 6-7
cells with intense central stellate Ecad expression. By E15.5,
mesenchymal cells of the lamina propria (LP) intercalated into the
central region of these rosettes, surrounded by 7-9 epithelial cells.
Ecad surface plots and z-slices clearly illustrate nascent papilla
outgrowths from the DT surface, typically containing ∼4 cells per
slope (Fig. 5B). By E16.5, papilla growth continued both
centripetally and vertically, with LP now surrounded by ∼12
cells, ∼5-6 cells present along papilla slopes, and the distance
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between rosettes also increasing (Fig. 5C). A 3D reconstruction of
the IPE region surrounded by four nascent papillae, with
representative z-slices, is shown in Fig. 5D,E. Quantitative
analyses show that the number of cells per rosette and the
distance between rosettes increase over time, whereas placode
density decreases in proportion with tongue growth (Fig. 5F-H).
Importantly, placode positioning remains consistent between E14.5
and E16.5 (Fig. 5I), demonstrating that filiform papilla are pre-
patterned prior to the vertical and circumferential growth phases that
occur between E15.5 and E16.5.
To investigate how LGN loss disrupts papilla development, we
examined proliferation and LGN localization. Mitoses are generally
confined to the base of the IPE between papilla, and LGN loss did
not affect the position or frequency of mitotic cells throughout DT
development (Fig. 6A,B), arguing that proliferation per se is not
grossly affected. However, unlike other OE regions, where LGN
shows a clear apical bias, LGN was rarely apically polarized in DT,
instead showing bipolar/uniform or unilateral/basal polarization
beginning around E15 and persisting into adulthood (Fig. 6C). As
with other OE, our 2D analyses of LGN localization were consistent
across sections of different thickness and at different stages of
mitosis (Fig. 6C, E17 group). To further investigate LGN
localization patterns in DT we utilized wholemounts analyzed by
z-stack confocal microscopy, which enabled improved 3D
resolution (Fig. 6D). Examples of localization patterns are shown
in Fig. 6E and Movie 1, showing proportions similar to those
observed in sections (Fig. 6C), with unpolarized (uniform or
bipolar) distributions occurring most frequently. Interestingly, we
noted regional differences within developing papilla, with mitotic
cells showing different patterns of LGN localization in the IPE
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(‘inferior’) compared with papilla slopes (‘superior’) (Fig. 6F). A
significant enrichment of uniform/bipolar patterns in superior cells
(P=0.0013) and of basal localization in inferior cells (P=0.0445)
was observed (Fig. 6G,H). These data suggest that spatially distinct
DT populations might utilize LGN in different ways during papilla
morphogenesis.
Papillary placodes develop through a coordinated pattern of
oriented cell divisions (OCDs)
To understand how LGN loss alters papilla morphogenesis, we first
examined division orientation in 2D coronal sections of E16.5
control and LGN 1617-transduced DT (Fig. 7A). The vast majority
of divisions occurred parallel to the BM in wild-type, scramble and
LGN 1617 RFP− cells, whereas a significant increase in
perpendicular divisions was observed in LGN 1617 RFP+ cells
(Fig. 7B). This strongly suggests that basal, bipolar and/or uniform
LGN localization normally promote divisions parallel to the BM.
Next, we conducted analyses of division orientation in 3D DT
wholemounts, where three discrete categories of divisions were
identified (Fig. 7C). Circumferential and perpendicular divisions
occur in the plane of the epithelium, parallel and orthogonal to the
BM, respectively. Vertical divisions occur in the z-axis, parallel to
the BM. Effectively, circumferential divisions increase papilla girth,
perpendicular divisions increase IPE width, and vertical divisions
increase papilla height. In wild-type DT between E14.5 and E16.5
vertical divisions increased while circumferential divisions
decreased, consistent with the developmental timing of initial
radial papilla growth followed by later vertical growth (Fig. 5).
Consistent with the 2D analyses, an increase in perpendicular
divisions was observed in knockdowns with LGN 1617 (Fig. 7D,E),
which is likely to explain the increased interpapillary distance in
these mutants.
In agreement with our finding that LGN localization differed
between IPE and papilla slopes (Fig. 6F-H), we observed distinct
patterns of division orientation in inferior and superior regions
(Fig. 7E,F). Specifically, we noted an overrepresentation of vertical
divisions inferiorly, where polarized (generally basal) LGN is more
common, and circumferential divisions superiorly, where bipolar/
uniform LGN is more common (Fig. 7F). Notably, this positional
bias was lost in LGN knockdowns and division orientation appeared
randomized (Fig. 7E, Fig. S5A,B). Next, we sought to make a direct
correlation between LGN localization and division orientation in
late stage mitotic cells in DT wholemounts. This approach allowed
us to visualize LGN inheritance in daughter cells in three
dimensions (Fig. S5C,D, Movie 2). The majority of perpendicular
divisions showed weak/absent LGN, whereas uniform/bipolar LGN
C
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patterns were most frequent in circumferential divisions, and
polarized unilateral (apically or basally oriented) LGN
localization patterns were enriched in vertical divisions (Fig. 7G).
Potential upstream regulators of differential LGN
localization
We next sought to investigate how LGN could be differentially
localized in distinct OE tissues. In the epidermis, both Insc and the
heterotrimeric G-protein Gαi3 (also known as Gnai3) are required
for the proper apical localization of LGN (Williams et al., 2014).
Owing to a lack of suitable antibodies for Insc and because
overexpression of tagged Insc can induce spindle orientation
phenotypes (Poulson and Lechler, 2010; Williams et al., 2011,
2014), we focused on Gαi3. Three-dimensional cortical localization
patterns and colocalization of LGN and Gαi3 were analyzed using
our Imaris Python script (Fig. S6, Movie 3). In both epidermis and
palate, LGN and Gαi3 were expressed in overlapping domains, with
close alignment of their cortical crescents, even across multiple
z-planes (Fig. S6A-G). However, in DT, the degree of colocalization
between LGN and Gαi3 was more variable, with numerous
instances in which Gαi3 was polarized but LGN was missing, or
where LGN was polarized but Gαi3 was not (Fig. S6E,H). Thus, it
seems likely that some as yet unidentified protein directs LGN
subcellular localization in DT.
Hair follicle polarity and morphogenesis are unaffected by
LGN loss
Given the crucial role of LGN in patterning filiform papilla, we
wondered whether LGN directs the formation of another well-
characterized epithelial appendage, the hair follicle (HF). Pelage
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HFs first appear as thickenings in the epidermis at ∼E14.5. These
hair placodes (HPs) rapidly proliferate and grow downward into
the dermis at the hair peg stage, eventually enveloping the
specialized population of mesenchymal cells called the dermal
papilla at the hair germ stage (Paus et al., 1999). Placodes are
enriched for P-cadherin (Pcad, or Cdh3), which becomes restricted
anteriorly at the germ stage, as HFs develop anteroposterior
polarity (Tinkle et al., 2004; Devenport and Fuchs, 2008).
Interestingly, LGN knockdown HFs appeared grossly normal,
maintaining normal reciprocal expression of Pcad and Ecad
(Fig. S7A) and proper angling along the anteroposterior axis
(Fig. 8A,B). Because of the staggered development of different HF
types, E17.5 is an ideal stage at which to examine HFs at each
stage of morphogenesis. In wild-type backskin at this age, 29.1
±2.0% of HFs are at the placode stage, 25.8±1.7% are at the germ
stage, and 45.2±1.9% have reached the peg stage (Fig. 8C,D).
Although knockdown with LGN 1617 caused a slight delay in HF
differentiation (Fig. 8D), all three stages were observed with
similar frequency, and HFs were present at normal density and
appeared morphologically normal (Fig. S7B-F).
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Sox9 is an early marker of hair follicle stem cells (HFSCs), first
observed in sparse suprabasal cells in early HPs. This Sox9+
population increases in number as HFs develop and is found in a
pattern complementary to that of Pcad, which labels a quiescent
population of Wnthi/Shh+/Lhx2+ progenitors (Rhee et al., 2006;
Nowak et al., 2008; Ouspenskaia et al., 2016). It was recently
suggested that perpendicular asymmetric cell divisions in HPs help
establish an asymmetry in Wnt and Shh responsiveness that
specifies Sox9+ progenitors (Ouspenskaia et al., 2016). To
address whether LGN is required for the specification of Sox9+
progenitors, we examined the position and number of Sox9+ cells at
different stages of HFmorphogenesis. In both early HPs and at more
mature HF stages, we could find no evidence of any altered
distribution of Sox9+ cells upon LGN loss (Fig. 8E-H). Similar
numbers of HPs in LGN knockdowns and littermate controls (78%
and 73%, respectively) contained a characteristic suprabasal Sox9+
cell (Fig. 8G). Moreover, the relative proportion of Sox9+ cells
within developing HFs was similar at all stages, except for a slight
increase in LGN knockdowns at the placode stage (Fig. 8H).
To understand how LGN loss might be tolerated in developing
HFs, we examined LGN expression and division orientation. As a
first step, we examined whether LGN knockdown was equally
efficient in Pcadhi HPs compared with surrounding Pcadlo
interfollicular epidermis (IFE). We confirmed significant and
similar loss of LGN protein in both mitotic and interphase cells
for both populations (Fig. S8A-C). Quantitative analyses of
fluorescence intensity in wild-type mitotic cells revealed that
although whole-cell LGN levels were similar in IFE and HPs, the
apical and cortical LGN pools were significantly reduced in HPs
(Fig. S8B,D,E). This suggested that LGN might not be polarized as
efficiently in HPs, which was confirmed by examining LGN
localization in both early and late stage mitotic cells of IFE and HPs
(Fig. 9A,B). Whereas LGN was nearly always apically enriched in
perpendicular divisions in the IFE, fewer than half of perpendicular
divisions in both early placodes and more mature hair pegs
displayed polarized apical LGN, and the degree of apical:basal
enrichment was reduced (Fig. 9C,D). In agreement with
Ouspenskaia et al. (2016), we observed that all HP divisions were
oriented perpendicular to the BM, while a typical bimodal
distribution was seen in the IFE (Fig. 9E). Surprisingly, however,
whereas LGN loss eliminated perpendicular divisions in the IFE, all
HP divisions remained perpendicular in the absence of LGN
(Fig. 9E).
We next examined division orientation in more mature peg stage
HFs. Although most mitotic HF cells lacked detectable LGN
(Fig. 9C), those cells that did polarize LGN were generally located
in the lower HF. We observed a striking difference in division
orientation between the upper (Sox9+/Pcad−) and lower (Sox9−/
Pcad+) HF, with perpendicular divisions occurring almost
exclusively in the lower HF (Fig. 9F,G). No significant
differences in orientation preference were observed between the
anterior and posterior faces (Fig. 9F). LGN loss did not alter
division orientation in the upper HF, where most divisions remained
parallel to the BM, but caused a mild reduction in perpendicular
divisions in the lower HF (Fig. 9G,H). Collectively, these data
reveal that even among similar epithelial appendages, the role of
LGN in OCDs is context dependent. Although LGN plays an
essential role in directing OCDs in the developing tongue, it appears
to be dispensable for embryonic HF morphogenesis (Fig. 10).
DISCUSSION
Recent studies have shown that, in different contexts, LGN plays
diverse roles in spindle orientation and cell fate choices. In both the
spinal cord and cerebral cortex, as in the majority of DT divisions,
LGN localizes to lateral domains, where LGN loss increases
oblique/perpendicular divisions, suggesting that LGN normally
promotes planar divisions (Morin et al., 2007; Konno et al., 2008;
Peyre et al., 2011; Shitamukai et al., 2011). However, in epidermis,
we and others have shown that LGN forms an apical complex with
Insc, Gαi3, NuMA, dynactin and Par3 and that LGN loss leads to
loss of perpendicular divisions, impaired Notch signaling and lethal
defects in epidermal barrier formation and differentiation (Lechler
and Fuchs, 2005; Poulson and Lechler, 2010; Williams et al., 2011,
2014). Similar roles for LGN in promoting perpendicular/
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asymmetric divisions have been reported in retina and mammary
gland (Ballard et al., 2015; Chiu et al., 2016; Lacomme et al., 2016).
The molecular mechanisms that regulate the differential subcellular
localization of LGN in progenitors undergoing both symmetric and
asymmetric cell divisions remain largely unknown. Here we have
examined one candidate and show a weaker concordance between
LGN and Gαi3 in DT than in other regions. Other potential
regulators of LGN cortical localization include Insc, the LGN
homolog Ags3 (Gpsm1), Sapcd2, afadin (Mllt4), 4.1G/R (Epb41l2/
Epb41), 14-3-3 proteins, Par3 and aPKC (Prkcι) (Sanada and Tsai,
2005; Hao et al., 2010; Postiglione et al., 2011; Kiyomitsu and
Cheeseman, 2013; Niessen et al., 2013; Seldin et al., 2013;
Williams et al., 2014; Carminati et al., 2016; Chiu et al., 2016).
Owing to the diverse patterns of LGN localization found in filiform
papillae, we believe that the DT represents an ideal system with
which to address this important question in future studies.
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During embryogenesis, Lhx2 and Sox9 are among the earliest
known transcription factors expressed in HPs, and are found in
complementary patterns, with Lhx2 colocalizing with basal Pcad,
and Sox9 positioned suprabasally (Rhee et al., 2006; Nowak et al.,
2008). More recent studies have shown that the Pcad+/Lhx2+
population expresses Shh and high levels of Wnts, whereas the
Sox9+ population is Wntlo (Ouspenskaia et al., 2016). Genetic and
lineage-tracing studies have shown that Sox9+ HFSCs specified
during embryogenesis later take up residence in the bulge niche
where they contribute to all postnatal HF lineages (Nowak et al.,
2008). Label-retention and lineage-tracing studies of HFSCs at the
telogen to anagen transition have suggested that bulge stem cells
most frequently divide symmetrically, whereas matrix transit
amplifying cells divide asymmetrically (Zhang et al., 2009). Live
imaging of postnatal HFs has shown that activated stem cells that
have left the bulge and populate the outer root sheath divide
centripetally (perpendicular to the axis of the HF), whereas in the
matrix the division orientation is randomized (Rompolas et al.,
2013). These studies demonstrate that different regions of the
postnatal HF exhibit distinct patterns of OCDs.
The functional importance of OCDs in postnatal HF
morphogenesis has recently been shown through analysis of mice
lacking Prkcι and NuMA (Niessen et al., 2013; Seldin et al., 2016).
In epidermis and HFs lacking Prkcι, a ∼20% increase in
perpendicular divisions is observed, leading to prolonged anagen,
progressive loss of quiescent bulge HFSCs and, ultimately, hair loss
(Niessen et al., 2013). It is presently unknown whether LGN directs
these OCDs, although other proteins that colocalize with LGN,
including Par3 and NuMA, appear to be expressed normally.
Deletion of the microtubule-binding domain of NuMA
(NuMAΔMTBD) in matrix transit amplifying cells leads to a
decrease in perpendicular divisions, defects in hair shaft
differentiation and hair loss (Seldin et al., 2016). Since
NuMAΔMTBD retains its interaction domain with LGN and thus
its ability to be recruited to the cell cortex, it is unclear whether LGN
loss in the matrix would cause a similar phenotype. Since epidermal
LGN knockdown in our hands leads to neonatal lethality (Williams
et al., 2011), this will be difficult to address experimentally.
However, our analyses show that LGN loss leads to randomization
of division orientation specifically in the lower HF at late embryonic
stages, suggesting that later defects could occur.
Interestingly, in early HPs it was reported that nearly all divisions
are perpendicular to the BM and asymmetric, leading to the
production of one Pcad+ basal daughter and one Sox9+ suprabasal
daughter (Ouspenskaia et al., 2016). This study also reported that
LGN is expressed in placode cells undergoing perpendicular
divisions (Ouspenskaia et al., 2016), although our quantitative
analyses (Fig. 9C) show that this appears to be a minority
population. We also demonstrate that LGN is not required in the
HP for perpendicular divisions to occur, or to maintain the proper
balance of Sox9+ and Sox9− progenitors. Nonetheless, our results
do agreewith respect to the observed wild-type division orientations
in both HPs and HFs. We both report that 100% of HP divisions are
perpendicular, and that lower HF divisions [where the Wnthi/Pcad+/
Sox9− cells described by Ouspenskaia et al. (2016) reside] are
biased toward perpendicular/asymmetric divisions, whereas upper
HF divisions (where Sox9+ cells reside) are mostly planar/
symmetric. Although our interpretation of these results seems to
be contradictory to that of Ouspenskaia et al. (2016), we propose
that they can be unified by assuming that perpendicular divisions in
the HP yield asymmetric fates but do not utilize LGN. This can be
explained by the existence of either an active LGN-independent
spindle orientation mechanism in HFs, or a passive mechanism
whereby perpendicular divisions represent a default state. We favor
the latter model and propose that this may be attributed to
‘Hertwig’s rule’, which stipulates that cells preferentially divide
along their long axis (Hertwig, 1884). Recent studies have
confirmed Hertwig’s observation by utilizing micropatterned
substrates to manipulate cell shape and tension to observe how
they influence division orientation (Thery et al., 2007).We postulate
that because early placode cells are unusually columnar compared
with neighboring IFE, they might not require an active mechanism
Basement membrane K14+ Basal Cell
K10+ Suprabasal Cell
Wild-type
LGN loss
LGN K14+/K10- Suprabasal Cell
Stratum corneum
Mitotic cell
IFE Basal Cell
Pcad+ HF Cell
Sox9+ HF Cell
Epidermis Oral mucosa Hair pegDorsal tongue
Mitotic cell (z-plane)
Hair placode
Fig. 10. Model of LGN function in epithelia and placodes. Wild-type (top) and LGN knockdown (bottom) epithelial tissues at ∼E17.5. Representative
oriented cell divisions (OCDs) are shown, with LGN localization patterns in red. Perpendicular OCDswith apical LGN occur in∼60-65%of epidermal divisions and
∼50% of OE divisions. LGN loss biases toward parallel/oblique divisions, being more severe in epidermis than OE, and accompanied by impaired
stratification (epithelial thinning) and differentiation (reduced or loss of K10 expression). Three types of OCD are observed in DT: circumferential, vertical and,
more rarely, perpendicular. We propose that different patterns of LGN localization distinguish them (e.g. uniform is circumferential, absent is perpendicular, basal/
bipolar is vertical). LGN loss causes randomization of division orientation, reducing papilla height and favoring IPE over papilla fate. In HPs, LGN is weakly
and infrequently polarized apically, while in the upper (Sox9+) HF themitotic cells do not express LGN and divide parallel to the BM. In the lower (Pcad+/Sox9−) HF
divisions are mostly perpendicular to the BM. LGN loss randomizes divisions in the lower region, but has no effect on the upper region or in HPs.
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to orient their mitotic spindle. In addition, acquisition of asymmetric
cell fates in the developing HF may not require OCDs, as they could
be acquired by other means, as long as Wnthi andWntlo cells remain
juxtaposed (Ouspenskaia et al., 2016). Directed cell migration is
one mechanism by which this asymmetry could be maintained
irrespective of proliferation (Ahtiainen et al., 2014). Live imaging
might be necessary to reveal the relative contributions of OCDs,
migration, planar cell polarity and actomyosin dynamics to HF
morphogenesis.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Animals, RNAi and in utero delivery of lentivirus
Wild-type outbred CD1 mice (Charles River) were maintained in an
AAALAC certified animal facility under IACUC approved protocols.
Embryonic ages were determined using timed pregnancies, ultrasound and
Theiler stages (Theiler, 1989). In utero lentiviral injection, LGN 1617 and
scramble hairpins have been described previously (Beronja et al., 2010;
Williams et al., 2011, 2014).
Immunohistochemistry, antibodies and imaging
Fresh frozen sections (8-10 µm, or 20 µm for z-series) were prepared with a
Leica CM1950 cryostat, air dried for 20 min, fixed for 10 min with 4%
paraformaldehyde, washed with PBS, and blocked for 1 h with gelatin block
(5% normal donkey serum, 3% BSA, 8% gelatin, 0.05% Triton X-100 in
PBS). Primary antibodies diluted in gelatin block were incubated overnight
at 4°C, washed three times with PBS, incubated 2 h with secondary
antibodies at room temperature, counterstained with DAPI for 5 min at room
temperature, and mounted in ProLong Gold (Invitrogen). Wholemount
tongues were fixed for 1 h, except for analyses of LGN localization (5 min),
before immunostaining using a modified procedure with longer incubation
times (2 days for primary and secondary antibodies). Images were acquired
using LAS AF software on a Leica TCS SPE-II 4 laser confocal system on a
DM5500 microscope with ACS Apochromat 20×/0.60 multi-immersion,
ACS Apochromat 40×/1.15 oil, and ACS Apochromat 63×/1.30 oil
objectives. Tile-scanned images were acquired at 20×, and stitching was
completed automatically by LAS AF. For wholemount imaging, z-volume
was determined using an epithelial marker, such as integrin β4 or Ecad, and
optical slices were taken at system-optimized intervals determined by the
LAS X software or manually manipulated for thicker slices to preserve the
fluorescent signal. Detailed descriptions of antibodies, immunostaining
procedures and image analysis are provided in the supplementary Materials
and Methods.
Scanning electron microscopy
SEM of DT from wild-type and LGN 1617-transduced E18.5 mice was
performed using a Zeiss Supra 25 as detailed in the supplementaryMaterials
and Methods.
Graphs and statistics
All statistical analyses, graphs and radial histograms were generated using
GraphPad Prism 5/6 and Origin 2015 (OriginLab). Error bars represent
s.e.m. unless otherwise indicated. Statistical analyses of numerical data were
performed by Mann–Whitney U-test (non-parametric) or Student’s t-tests
(parametric), depending onwhether the distributed data passed D’Agostino-
Pearson and Shapiro-Wilk normality tests. Statistical analyses of enrichment
(Fig. 6H, Fig. 7F,G and Fig. 8G) utilized a binomial test to compare with
expected (control) distributions. Categorical values were analyzed by chi-
square tests (e.g. Fig. 2D, Fig. 6C,G, Fig. 7E and Fig. 9C). For Tukey box-
and-whisker plots (Fig. 2G, Fig. 5F,H, Fig. S2A), the box represents the
interquartile range (IQR, defined by 25th-75th percentiles) and the
horizontal line represents the median. Whiskers represent 1.5×IQR unless
this is greater than the minimum or maximum value. Figures were
assembled using Adobe Photoshop and Illustrator CS6.
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